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Classic Car insurance
with AXA XL Art & Lifestyle
AXA XL Art & Lifestyle insures art works, collectibles and other
exclusive valuable objects, ranging from jewelry and classic cars to
vacation residences and furnishings.
In addition to partnering museums and institutions, we also
specialise in meeting the needs of private ultra high net worth
clients worldwide, designing tailor-made insurance solutions
around the demands of exclusive, international lifestyles.
With more than 50 years’ experience, we can offer a high level blend
of all-round protection — backed by a strong global presence and
an international network of expert support.
We believe that a classic car is in its own way a precious work of art
and an emotional investment – so we take time to understand your
individual circumstances and look after your collection in every way
we can.
For this reason, much of our guidance is preventative. But should
you need to make a claim, our knowledgeable staff will personally
help you every step of the way, through a claims process that is as
simplified and sympathetic as it can be.
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Introduction
From an insurance perspective, there is nothing to separate the
classic car enthusiast from any other high net worth client with a
passion for valuable assets. The drive to collect, and the appreciation
of rarity and quality, is identical to that of any fine art, wine or
jewellery connoisseur. Similarly, theirs is a market that can fluctuate
with equal unpredictability, and according to its own logic. For this
reason alone, it is important that classic car aficionados keep
themselves as well informed as possible with regard to current
market dynamics.
This year marks the third edition of our collaboration with ADEMY
(Automotive Data Evaluation Market Yield). The 2018-2019 report
revises and updates much important information, offering detailed
segmental breakdowns together with up-to-the-minute and longerterm analysis of regional and global market trends, a performance
comparison with other investment categories and lastly, a revealing
focus on three iconic models of the last fifty years. Our analysis is
drawn from a Data Bank of over 155,000 sales records from auction
houses worldwide, to bring you a definitive guide to the
opportunities, variations and trends of the current market.
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Split by price segment
Long-term analysis:
split by segment
Small Cap Index (Price < 100K€)
Numbers vs Turnover (2006 = 100)
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Top Lot Index (Price > 1M€)
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2018-2019 market overview
The market over the past couple of years has been a picture of
mixed fortunes. In the first half of 2019, sales turnover grew by 6.8%
but volume suffered an 8.4% decrease. Essentially, this means that
more buyers were competing for fewer available vehicles, resulting
in a rise in prices. In contrast, the 2018 if compared with 2017,
produced a turnover slowdown of 6.3%, coupled with a volume
increase of 5.3% on 2017.
Drilling down into the three main price bands, the Top Lot segment
(cars valued at over €1 million) bounced back after a marked
slowdown in 2018, increasing turnover by 36% and volume by 10%.
After a negative 2018 performance, the Mid Cap segment (cars selling
for €100,000 to €1 million) largely arrested the slide, increasing both
sales and turnover as a percentage of the whole. Following years of
uninterrupted growth, the Small Cap segment (cars selling for less
than €100,000) performed poorest, returning a 3% decline in turnover
and a 10% drop in cars sold.
As expected, the US again dominated the auction scene,
commanding 68% of 2018 global turnover (down from 70% in 2017),
with Europe sustaining its growth and the UK remaining stable.
Global activity concentrated on the Classic and Post-Classic period
cars (those built between 1946-74), balanced against an escalation
in demand (from 3% in 1998 to 20% today) for Instant Classic cars
built over the last ten years.
In the Top Lot segment Ferrari once again heads the table for
turnover (mainly by virtue of numbers sold), with Porsche having
vaulted a host of other prestige marques in the past ten years to now
hold second place, just ahead of Aston Martin and Mercedes Benz.
Closer analysis of turnover by model reveals two Ferraris (250 GTO
and 290MM) claiming first and second place, with a concours
Duesenberg in third. A study of the past ten years suggests
something of a switch in interest from the traditional vintage
models (such as Bugatti and Rolls Royce) towards racing cars, which
may well indicate new buyers entering the market.
Against a backdrop of widespread depreciation in passion assets (the
Art Market index dropped by 24%) classic cars have remained stable
over the past 12 months. However, once again jewelry proved to be
the clear asset class leader, maintaining a healthy 29% growth rate.
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The global market
The world’s largest market for classic cars is the United States – home
to an estimated 6-7 million collectable vehicles, and boasting an
increase in turnover from €557 million in 2017 to €732 million in
2018. Next comes the UK, returning comparative figures of €182
million and €177 million respectively. Not far behind comes Europe,
comprising an estimated 4.8 million cars divided between the
principal markets of Germany (1.5 million), France (1.1 million), Italy
(1 million) and Spain (400,000), with other states contributing a
further 800,000. Remarkably, the EU has more than tripled its
turnover in a single year, leaping from €52 million to €170 million. An
additional 400,000 cars reside in the Far East.
In 2019, the entire global market is estimated to be worth between
€18 - €20 billion.
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Market trends in 2019
In the first half of 2019, turnover grew by 6.8% from €495 million to
€527 million, while the number of cars sold shrank from 6,322 to
5,800 (a 8.4% decline). The key month of January, which represented
over 16% of annual sales, returned a year-on-year turnover rise of
3.5%, plus a corresponding 4.1% decrease in cars sold. This suggests
that a healthy sustained demand is competing for a weaker offer,
creating a consequential rise in prices.

Cars sold by price segment 1H 2019

Number of cars

Turnover

Price segments
Small Cap: below €100
Mid Cap: between €100K and €1 M
Top Lot: above €1 M

Cars sold and turnover
by price segment
In the first six months of 2019 the number of Top Lot cars sold
remained stable at 1.2% of the total market – identical to the
previous year. However, turnover reduced from 42.4% to 28.2%.
Conversely, the Mid Cap segment remained fairly constant in terms
of cars sold (17% growing to 18.5%), but gained significant ground
in turnover (up from 37.1% to 47.1%). These figures indicate a much
more realistic distribution of fortunes across the market segments.
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Estimates on turnover and sales:
January – June 2019
Estimate of turnover (€ Millions)
€1 370
-6,3%

€1 191

€1 172

+4,7%

€1 150

€1 098

€622

€528
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Turnover in 2018 shows a slowdown of -6,3%.
The turnover Estimate of 2019 shows an increase of 4,7%

Estimate numbers of cars sold
+5,3%

10 148
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10 825

-0,2%
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The number of cars sold in 2018 increased on 2017 by approximately
5.3%. The estimate for 2019 remains relatively stable, at -0.2%.
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Market Turnover by period built 2008 vs 2018
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Segmentation by period
The past ten years demonstrate a significant market shift in collector demand. The
true Classic Car segment (1946-64), which in 2008 held a leading 32% market share,
has dropped to 18% and yielded prime position to the Instant Classic segment, which
in just ten years has grown market share from 3% to 20%. The overall picture points to
a steady increase in demand for anything built since 1975, with pre-1974 models
exhibiting a relative decline.
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Ten most popular
Top Lot marques –
2008 vs 2018

In terms of pure turnover, it inevitably remains a case
of Ferrari versus the rest. In 2008, the total number
of Ferraris sold returned €12.16 million (against
€6.10 million for their nearest rival, Bugatti). In
2018, turnover for Ferraris reached a staggering
€133.82 million, with their nearest challenger,
now Porsche, catapulting into second position
but nonetheless trailing in with a modest €46.74
million. In the following field, Aston Martin, Maserati
and Ford have all made strong gains, at the expense
of Jaguar, Talbot-Lago, Bentley and Chevrolet.

Top Lots by price:
2008 vs 2018

By way of direct comparison, the top-priced car of
2008 – a 1961 Ferrari 250GT originally owned by
James Coburn – sold in that year for €7,040,000.
The 2018 best sale – this time a 1962 Ferrari 250
GTO with an impressive competition history – last
year commanded an extraordinary €40,909,486.
The top position aside, cars within the top ten
typically sold for between two and four times the
prices attained by their 2008 counterparts.
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Focus on

Ferrari 275 GTB, Porsche 911 2.7
Carrera RS Touring,
Mercedes-Benz 230SL Roadster
The Top Lot, Mid Cap and Small Cap segments are
definitions allowing for a better understanding of
market dynamics and the buying profiles of
collectors. To illustrate the point, we’ve highlighted
the respective performances of an iconic example
from each.

Ferrari 275 GTB
Between 1964 and 1968, Ferrari produced only
448 of this classic V12. Past ownership by a race-car
driver or actor may boost the 2M€ price average
up to 7.6 M€, as was observed with the car owned
by Steve McQueen.
In terms of turnover, the 275 has consistently
outperformed the Top Lot segment, most notably
since 2013. The margin may have narrowed over
the past 18 months, but nonetheless the 275
remains a sound investment – as long as you have
upwards of €2 million to spare.

Porsche 911 2.7 Carrera RS Touring
Although only 1,360 were produced between
1974-75, the lightning-fast 911 2.7 Carrera can lay
claim to being the definitive Porsche, right down
to the distinctive ‘ducktail’ spoiler.
Over the past five years, turnover of this model in
the Mid Cap segment has generally performed
well until 2014, but has since then slowed down
and can now be acquired at just under €600,000.
However, only two or three typically find their
way to auction each year.

Mercedes-Benz 230SL Roadster
Produced between 1963-1967, the 230SL has been
a popular model at auction, with over 30 to 50 or
more cars per year normally coming up for sale
over the last five years. This has coincided with a
consequent drop in turnover, so that the 230SL
now underperforms against the Small Cap
segment average. Perhaps for this reason, the
number of cars coming to auction reduced
sharply in 2018.
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Spotlight on the auction
houses: March 2019

The Amelia Island US market meeting in March
sets the tone for the rest of the year, and offers
some illustrative year-on-year comparisons.
RM Sotheby’s, notably, did very well, generating
sales of $37.9 million (up from $26.5 million – a
43% increase), including nine Top Lot sales of over
$1 million.
Here it was the turn of the Youngtimers to steal the
show, with a 1994 Toyota Supro Twin Turbo Targa
(estimated at $100,000 – $150,000) claiming a new
world record of $173,000. Conversely, a number
of Pre and Post-War Classic models – notably a
1937 Bugatti 57SC and a Maserati A6 1500/3C –
failed to meet their reserve, lending credence to
speculation about a new generation of buyers.
Gooding’s 2019 auction featured 89 cars, of which 32
were Porsches, supplied by the Jan Koum (Whatsapp).
Pursuing a strategy of increased No-Reserve
sales, Goodings returned a turnover of $21.8
million – way down on the $35.9 million of the
previous year. The newer Porsche models proved
to be a volatile market, with the current 911R –
launched for €200,000 in 2016 and peaking at
auction later that year at €493,000 – now
struggling to sell and commanding only $303,000.
Meanwhile, Bonhams confidently bucked the
Youngtimer trend by auctioning 36 pre-war cars
(more than a third of their total offer), and
averaged $100,000 over their entire catalogue (up
strongly from $68,000 in 2018). However, many
models sold at bargain prices, including a 1964
Shelby Cobra ($800,000) and a "1000 Miglia"
eligible 1951 Lancia Aurelia B20 GT ($150,000).

Long term analysis
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To shed light on the long-term trends, we need to
look at the AVI (auction turnover) index, which
shows a reversal of the three-year decline that
followed the peak of 2015, plus the AQI Quantity
Index, which indicates a phase of stagnation
following ten years’ growth. This further supports
the conclusion that in a basically healthy market,
recovering demand levels are exceeding a stable
supply, which is creating an upward pressure on
prices in the first half of 2019, notably in the Top
Lot segment.

About ADEMY
For over twelve years the database ADEMY has
recorded the transactions of all auctions in
Europe and the USA (except US production cars
auctioned under €100K). To date, ADEMY has
recorded more than 155.000 transactions with
unique identification by chassis number.

Registration covers
the following data:
Marque: car brand
Model: car model
Description: significant details: e.g. history,
number of owners, sporting heritage etc.
Year: the year of construction
Chassis: the full chassis number of the car
auctioned
Type: the car body type: e.g. Saloon, Coupé,
Cabriolet, Roadster etc.
Date: the date of auction
Auction number: the number that allows
identification: e.g. auction house, place etc.
Lot: the lot number matched to the car at auction
Min Estimate: the minimum estimated value
Max Estimate: the maximum estimated value
Price in LC: the selling price in the auction’s local
currency
Currency: e.g. €, £, $ etc.
Price in €: the selling price converted into €,
including buyer’s fees
CUR/€: the €/local currency exchange rate on the
day of auction
Change: the percentage difference between the
selling price and the minimum estimated value
Res: the reserve price details (if any)
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